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Monitoring permeability
potential of hot mix asphalt
via binary aggregate
packing principles
correlated with Bailey ratios
and porosity principles
E Horak, J Maina, P Myburgh, H Sebaaly

Asphalt mix designs tend to optimise the load transfer via aggregate skeletons as main mechanism
to provide rut resistance, often to the detriment of durability. Permeability, as a significant
durability indicator, is more difficult to measure in the field than in the laboratory. Voids in the
asphalt mix have a critical zone where an increase in voids is exponentially linked to permeability.
This zone is where voids start to become increasingly interconnected. The aggregate grading
envelope characteristics can provide an indication of the interconnectedness of the voids to
enhance quality control. New rational Bailey Method Ratios (BMRs) were defined with contiguous
aggregate fractions in the numerator and denominator. This allows also for porosity calculation
using the Dominant Aggregate Size Range (DASR) method. The Binary Aggregate Packing (BAP)
triangle porosity diagrams provide insight into the link between porosity and interconnected voids.
The wall and the loosening effects create additional porosity (voids) with increased probability
of interconnectedness. Clear threshold zones of interconnected voids can be determined with
BAP coarse/fine mass ratios. The latter is the inverse of the rational BMRs. It allows for simple
spreadsheet calculations of porosity and coarse/fine mass ratio as a screening tool for probable
permeability via benchmark analysis. Reworked data sets demonstrated how the inverse of BMRs
could show potential for interconnectedness of voids and, therefore, permeability propensity.

INTRODUCTION
The aggregate stone skeleton is known to
form the core of the flexural and compressive strength resistance to permanent
deformation and fatigue cracking of Hot
Asphalt Mix (HMA) in asphalt pavement
layers. High-level theoretical work on
tessellation and discrete element modelling are at the cutting edge of research
(Alshibli & El-Saidany 2001; Burtseva &
Werner 2015). However, more practical
approaches are available with the correct
fundamental characteristics describing
aggregate volumetric packing principles.
The Bailey method (Vavrik et al 2001; TRB
2002) is well established in the USA as
a logical approach to enhance aggregate
packing analysis in asphalt mix design. It
is based on the fundamental concept that
fine aggregates equal or less than 0.22 of
a specific larger aggregate size will be able
to fit in the voids in-between these large
aggregates. That ensures aggregate on
aggregate contact, and therefore structural

strength of the aggregate skeleton. The
Bailey method is also included in the South
African Guideline 35 (SABITA 2016) as
a valuable method to assist in designing
asphalt mixes, which rely on the aggregate
skeleton as main load-bearing mechanism
in a paved asphalt layer to provide resistance to rutting. The Bailey method is,
however, not well articulated with permeability of the asphalt mix.
Permeability, as a durability indicator,
is normally measured under controlled
environment in the laboratory during
the design phase. However, permeability
is more difficult to measure in the field.
Indirect measures of permeability are
often used, like voids in the mix. Research
by Cooley et al (2002) has shown that the
effect of nominal aggregate or particle size
(NMAS or NMPS), lift thickness, density,
etc, all influence voids in the mix, and
therefore permeability. The relationship
between voids in the mix and permeability
shows a range of voids in the mix where
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permeability actually starts and thereafter
increases exponentially. This start of
permeability is where the voids become
interconnected and permeability increases
with increase in interconnectedness of the
increasing voids.
This field of the uncertainty regarding the interconnectedness of voids is a
complex field that deals with well-known
concepts like absorption, water saturation,
capillary hysteresis, capillary pressure,
moisture dispersion, tortuous flow in
porous media, phase permeability and
apparent permeability (Koponen et al 1996;
Cherry & Freeze 1997; Cedergren 1997).
Complex modelling of hydraulic conductivity has been used with great effect to monitor phases of permeability in isotropy and
anisotropy (Kutay et al 2007). However, the
approach here is to limit the discussion to
normal (practical) road and pavement engineering aspects that have practical application in quality control / quality assurance
(QC/QA) systems.
The tendency to design and specify for
a minimum density (e.g. 97% minus voids
and a minimum 92% Rice density) and
a range of air voids (3% to 6%) is clearly
intended to address rut resistance in
the first place, but the upper limit of the
derived voids in the mix is already close to
the known precipice where permeability
may increase exponentially. The situation
in the field is often that marginal densities
are accepted based on statistical methods
used for density control, but the actual
voids in the mix may have shifted over the
proverbial precipice (e.g. 7% or more). Due
to uncertainty with regard to the interconnectedness of the voids, permeability
may often start within the specified voids
range, and the voids will have a higher
probability to be fully interconnected
at higher voids percentages. A better
indicator of interconnectedness of voids
via aggregate grading characteristics is
needed to monitor permeability potential
in asphalt mixes as an addition to normal
QC/QA measures.

BAILEY METHOD AS BASIS
OF CALCULATIONS
Bailey method definitions and ratios
The fundamental correctness of the
volumetric ratio of the Bailey method and
the acceptance world-wide as a guide to
enhance good asphalt mix designs (Vavrik
et al 2001; TRB 2002) make the Bailey

method an ideal reference system in the
analysis of grading envelopes. In such analyses, the bituminous binder is seen as the
glue that keeps the skeleton matrix together
via adhesion and cohesion characteristics
like the filler binder ratio or mastic or
effective film thickness concepts (Butcher
& van Loon 2013), but is not considered
in this analysis and discussion regarding
the link with permeability. Admittedly,
this creates a ‘greyness’ in the data, which
implies final analysis for monitoring
permeability potential may best be served
with a benchmark approach. The Bailey
method terminology is used throughout for
description of specific aspects of the gra
ding envelope. The definitions of various
Bailey control sieves and associated ratios
are described as follows (Vavrik et al 2001):
QQ Maximum Nominal Particles Size
(NMPS) as per the Superpave definition:
“One size larger than the first sieve that
retains more than 10% aggregate.” This
was changed lately to 15% (SABITA 2016).
QQ Half Size (HS) is defined as the sieve
size closest to or equal to half the NMPS.
QQ Primary Control Sieve (PCS) is the
sieve size closest to 0.22 × NMPS.
QQ Secondary Control Sieve (SCS) is the
sieve size closest to 0.22 × PCS.
QQ Tertiary Control Sieve (TCS) is the
sieve size closest to 0.22 × SCS.
Additional aggregate size range descriptors and terminology often used in literature are:
QQ Interceptors: The size range between
HS and PCS
QQ Pluggers: In the original Bailey method
description (Vavrik 2001) they are
defined as all aggregate fractions larger
than half size. However, “Pluggers” can
be divided into:
QQ Pluggers up to NMPS (PN). The
size ranges between HS and NMPS.
Horak et al (2017a&b) referred to
this as Pluggers.
QQ Oversize pluggers larger than NMPS
(PO). The oversized aggregate is larger than NMPS. Horak et al (2017a&b)
referred to this as Oversize.
Three original Bailey Method Ratios
(BMRs) were defined as the ratio between
various aggregate fractions. These BMRs
are used for gauging strength contribution
in the aggregate skeleton. They were originally defined as:
Coarse aggregate ratio:
(%HS – %PCS)
CA =
(1)
(%100 – %HS)
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Fine aggregate coarse ratio:
%SCS
(2)
FAc =
%PCS
Fine aggregate fine ratio:
%TCS
FA f =
(3)
%SCS
Note: CA ratio consists of contiguous
(following each other) aggregate fractions,
while both FAc and FA f have aggregate
fractions that overlap. This distinction will
become clearer in the next sections.

Linking Bailey Method Ratios
(BMRs) directly with permeability
Horak et al (2017a&b) investigated various research papers dealing with the link
between aggregate grading and structural
strength and permeability. Typically, investigations by Al Mosawe et al (2015) confirmed
the structural strength of the asphalt mix
often tends not to be dependent on the
packing efficiency at the macro level of the
aggregate grading (typically the Bailey coarse
fraction, e.g. the CA ratio) alone, but surprisingly more so at the middle level of the aggregate grading (midi or rather meso level). The
original BMRs tend to lack distinction of
various fractions in the midi or rather meso
level. Al Mosawe et al (2015) confirmed the
potential for an interference/disrupter effect
caused by the intermediate aggregate sizes
(interceptors). In continuously graded mixes
(stock trade of South African HMAs), the
grading adheres to a Talbot-type grading
curve, and therefore fine/coarse aggregate
size ratios do not always allow for just filling of the voids between the larger plugger
aggregates, but can in effect also be pushing
the larger aggregates apart. Therefore, the
coarse portion of the fine aggregates range
with the interceptors may often take over
the dominant structural contribution, as
is known to happen with sand skeleton
continuously graded HMAs (SABITA 2016).
Al Mosawe et al (2015) therefore developed
a more descriptive BMR for these midi
or rather meso level aggregate fractions
covering fine of the coarse to the coarse of
fine aggregate range. They are described in
Equations 4 and 5. What is significant is that
they have contiguous (successive) aggregate
fractions in the numerator and denominator.
Komba et al (2019) have subsequently also
confirmed the value of such contiguous
meso level ratios in compaction and strength
gain studies. As noted before, the original
fine BMRs defined in Equations 2 (FAc)
and 3 (FAf ) do not have such contiguous
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aggregate fractions and end up as poor indicators of strength or permeability.

POROSITY DETERMINATION
OF AGGREGATE RATIOS

Cf

Dominant Aggregate Size
Range (DASR)

=

Fc
F
C

=

(%PCS – %SCS)
(%HS – %PCS)

(4)

(%PCS)
(%NMPS – %PCS)

(5)

Sadasivam and Khosa (2006) determined
that the permeability of a structurally
competent asphalt mix is influenced by
the packing arrangement (retained fraction alone and fraction ratios) at the rather
meso level (typical interceptors) and their
void infill at the micro level by the fines.
This was also emulated and confirmed by
Denneman et al (2007) with typical South
African-designed continuously graded
mixes. Horak et al (2017a&b) summarised
such recent research and analysis of the
grading characteristics, as well as BMRs and
their correlation with strength and permeability. Horak et al (2017a) confirmed it is
largely the fines at the micro level that correlates best with permeability by reworking
the data sets of a number of such published
permeability studies. Of the original BMRs,
it is only the CA ratio which showed some
correlation with permeability, whereas FAc
and FAf were insignificant. The results show
an improved understanding of the importance of certain meso-range to micro-range
aggregate sizes, but still do not give adequate
or reliable indication of the permeability
potential. This helped to indicate that there
was obvious room for improvement in the
aggregate grading envelope analysis and
the determination of porosity. Porosity as a
volumetric indicator seemed to be the best
way to get to an improved understanding of
how it relates to permeability.

The limitations of using the BMRs for
permeability monitoring (Horak et al 2017b)
created the need to investigate the grading
envelope in more detail and establish a
closer link with permeability or ‘a handle’
on the interconnected voids. Olard (2015)
makes use of the nesting principle to ‘deconstruct’ the grading envelope as three subsets
of infill aggregate skeletons in analysis and
even asphalt mix designs. In this way macro,
midi or rather meso and micro level subsets
can be defined (Horak et al 2017a), which
certainly helps to understand the contribution of various aggregate fractions at various
positions on the aggregate grading envelope.
It allows for the visualisation of how the
increasingly smaller voids of each skeleton
subset is filled in with smaller or finer
aggregate combinations in specific or preset
volumetric proportions. The mantra of the
original Bailey method that the ‘voids are
in the fines’ (Vavrik et al 2001; TRB 2002)
is confirmed via this three-level aggregate
skeleton analysis. This implies finer aggregate filling the coarse (macro skeleton), and
then even finer aggregate fractions filling
the voids left in the midi or rather meso
level, and finally micro level fines filling
the resultant voids at the micro level. This
nesting concept highlights the concept of
contiguous aggregate fractions as the basis
for determining porosity of sections of
an aggregate grading. The need for ratios
to adhere to contiguous aggregate ranges
indirectly led Al Mosawe et al (2015) to
derive the midi or rather meso level BMRs
described by Equations 4 and 5.

Porosity has a more direct relationship
with permeability in that permeability is
facilitated by the interconnectedness of
voids in the asphalt mix. The Dominant
Aggregate Size Range (DASR) concept has
the same basis as the Bailey method in the
size ratios (less than 0.22) that determine
the densest possible aggregate packing.
However, the DASR method relies on porosity determination (Horak et al 2017a&b) of a
range of contiguous aggregate fractions that
provide the lowest porosity. Low porosity,
below 0.5 to 0.4, implies density of aggregate
packing and increased aggregate skeleton
strength due to interlock.
Denneman et al (2007) showed how it
is possible to simplify the DASR porosity
calculation when limited to a single or
combination of two contiguous aggregate
fractions. In Table 1 the DASR porosity
Equation 6 is defined for a contiguous
range (often more than two) and the
simplified calculation to determine a single
fraction, or contiguous range of aggregate
fractions, is defined as Equation 7.
The Denneman et al (2007) analysis of
permeability propensity of various South
African continuously graded mixes used
only the original BMRs. FAc and FA f are
insignificant to permeability sensitivity
for reasons of lack of contiguousness.
Nevertheless, the work by Al Mosawe
et al (2015) enabled the understanding
that contiguous aggregate fractions can
in effect be determined for other aggregate fractions along the whole grading
envelope and be able to determine porosity for each such contiguous aggregate
combinations. This allowed investigation
of the application of BMRs and calculated
porosity of single aggregate fractions and
DASR contiguous aggregate fractions, and

Table 1 DASR and contiguous aggregate fraction porosity equations
Equation 6 (Kim et al 2006)

ηDASR =
Where:

V V(DASR)
V T(DASR)

=

V ICAGG + VMA
V TM – VAGG > DASR

(6)

ηDASR = DASRporosity
V Interstitial volume =	Volume of IC aggregates plus VMA, thus
inclusive of bitumen binder volume
VAGG > DASR =	Volume of particles bigger than DASR
V TM =	Total volume of mix
V T(DASR) =	Total volume available for DASR particles
V V(DASR) =	Volume of voids within DASR
V ICAGG =	Volume of IC aggregates
VMA =	Voids in mineral aggregate
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Equation 7 (Denneman et al 2007)

η(4.75 – 2.36) =

⎡ ⎧PP2.36 ⎧
⎡
⎪(V TM – VMA) + VMA ⎢
⎢⎪
⎣ ⎩ 100 ⎩
⎣
⎡ ⎧ PP4.75 ⎧
⎡
⎪(V TM – VMA) + VMA ⎢
⎢⎪
100
⎩
⎣⎩
⎣

(7)

Where:
η(4.75 – 2.36) =	Porosity of a typical fraction passing 4.75 mm
sieve and retained on 2.36 mm sieve
PP2.36 =	Percentage particles passing 2.36 mm sieve
PP4.75 =	Percentage particles passing 4.75 mm sieve
VMA =	Voids in mineral aggregate
V TM =	Total volume of mix
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Table 2 Rational and revised Bailey ratios with good correlation with DASR porosity parameters
Matrix
level

Rational BMRs

PN

=

PO

(%NMPS – %HS)
(%100 – %NMPS)

=

Inverse Rational BMRs to align with BAP principles

%Pluggers(PN)
%Oversize or Pluggers(PO)

(8)

PO

(%100 – %NMPS)

=

PN

Macro

(%HS – %PCS)
(%100 – %HS)

%Interceptors

=

%All pluggers

(1)

Fc

=

(%PCS – %SCS)
(%HS – %PCS)

=

%Coarse portion of fines
%Interceptors

(4)

CA r =

Fc
Cf

=

Midi or Meso

=
F
C

=

%PCS
(%NMPS – %PCS)

=

%Fines
%(Plugger(PN) + Interceptors)

(5)

C
F

=
=

I
PN

=

(%HS – %PCS)
(%NMPS – %HS)

=

%Interceptors
%Pluggers(PN)

(9)

PN
I

(%SCS – %TCS)
(%PCS – %SCS)

=

%Medium fine of fines
%Coarse of fines

(10)

1
CA

Micro

(%STCS – %Filler)
(%SCS – %STCS)

=

%Fine of fines
%Medium fine of fines

(11)

Revised Bailey Method Ratios
(BMRs) based on contiguous
aggregate fractions
As described in the preceding section, it is
possible to calculate porosity for contiguous aggregate fractions using Equation 7
(Denneman et al 2007). The typical aggregate sieve fractions used in South Africa,
as well as the new South African National
Standards (SANS) sieve sizes, basically tend
to have a size ratio (fine/coarse preceding)
of 0.5 particularly at the meso and micro
nesting levels. However, at the macro level
and a portion of the midi or rather meso
level the ratio of consecutive sieve sizes is
closer to 0.8, implying there are more sieve

(%HS – %PCS)

(%HS – %PCS)
(%PCS – %SCS)

%Interceptors

%Interceptors

=

%Coarse portion of fines

%Retained on PCS
%Retained on SCS

(%PCS)

=

%(Plugger(PN) + Interceptors)
%Fines

%Retained on PCS
%PCS
=

(%NMPS – %HS)
(%HS – %PCS)

=

%Pluggers
%Interceptors(PN)

%Retained on HS
% Retained on PCS

FA rcm =

FA rmf =

(%PCS – %SCS)
(%SCS – %TCS)

=

%Coarse of fines
%Medium fine of fines

%Retained on SCS
%Retained on TCS
(%SCS – %TCS)
(%TCS – %Filler)

=

%Medium fine of fines
%Fine of fines

%Retained on TCS
% Retained on Filler

descriptions at these macro and midi or
rather meso skeleton levels. Typically sieve
sizes at 3.35 mm, 1.18 mm, 0.85 mm, 0.71
mm, 0.425 mm, 0.335 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.212
mm, 0.18 mm, 0.125 mm, 0.106 mm, 0.09
mm, 0.63 mm, 0.045 mm, 0.038 mm, 0.032
mm and 0.020 mm exist within the ASTM
sieve ranges and are absent in the sieve
sizes used. As may be shown later, the use
of these sieve sizes can greatly enhance the
analysis at the micro level of the whole grading envelope.
By exploring the consecutive contiguous aggregate fractions as per the SANS
sieve openings an expanded set of BMRs
could be described. These are referred to
as rational BMRs and are shown in Table 2
for the aggregate grading matrix at macro,
midi or meso and micro levels. It shows the
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%All Pluggers (P(N) + P(O))

=

%Retained on PCS

=

correlating them with permeability or
inferred permeability.

(%100 – %HS)

%Retained on NMPS and HS

=

FAcm =

=

(%NMPS – %PCS)

=

FAcm =

%Pluggers (PN)

%Retained on HS

=
Cf

%Oversize or Pluggers (PO)

%Retained on NMPS

=

CA =

=

(%NMPS – %HS)

rational BMRs in the first column and the
inverse of the rational BMRs in the second
column. The logic of this latter inverse
rational BMRs will be discussed later.
Only the rational BMRs either retain their
original equation number or the new ones
receive new numbers in Table 2.
As discussed above Al Mosawe et al
(2015) already demonstrated the potential
for these rational BMRs for structural
strength indicators. It has also been demonstrated by Horak et al (2017b) on
reworked published data sets. Komba et al
(2019) recently used these rational BMRs
with success to provide better indicators
for HMA compactability efficiency. Only
limited work has been done on the full set
of the rational BMRs linkage with permeability by Horak et al (2017a). Machine
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IMPROVED INTERCONNECTED
VOID MONITORING WITH
BINARY AGGREGATE
PACKING (BAP) PRINCIPLES
BAP origin and conversion
to asphalt mix design
The original work by Furnas (1928) with
binary and ternary aggregate fraction
combinations was based on experimental
work and observations of beds of broken
coarse and fine solids (aggregates which
form the basis of the understanding of
Binary Aggregate Packing (BAP) principles).
His work was developed further by various
researchers in pursuit of efficient aggregate
packing of concrete mixes, and was subsequently transferred to asphalt mix design by
a number of researchers (Baron & Sauterey
1982; Francken & Vanelstraete 1993; De
Larrard & Sedran 1994; Olard & Perraton
2010; Butcher & Van Loon 2013). Furnas
originally determined the basic volumetric
particle diameter ratio of 0.20 to 0.23 of
fine aggregate to coarse aggregate size ratio
below which the voids between the coarse
aggregate particles can be filled by the fine
particles at optimum packing density and
obviously optimum structural strength.
This is the same principle (0.22 ratio fine/
large) that was subsequently used by the
Bailey method as basis (Vavrik et al 2001).
Low porosity is achieved at or below this
size ratio and thus the implied structural
strength provided via the aggregate skeleton
is strong.
In the case of the DASR method the volumetric arrangement of aggregate fractions
is the combination of a range of contiguous
aggregate fractions (mostly more than two)
which have the lowest or optimum porosity
(preferably below 0.5 and typically closer
to 0.4). This efficient aggregate packing is
obviously reliant on the basics of the binary
aggregate packing principles. Olard and
Perraton (2010), and Butcher and van Loon
(2013) describe how this theoretical basis of
BAP, expressed in terms of size and volume
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learning techniques have recently been
used to develop permeability prediction of
HMA based on the principles and approach
described in this paper (Blaauw et al 2019),
and Cromhout (2018) used it with success
on QA/QC large data set analyses. The
logic of the approach developed will be
described next by focusing on identifying
parameters linked to interconnected voids
as main indicator of permeability potential.
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Figure 1 T ypical binary aggregate combination porosity influence with varying diameter ratios
and proportion of coarse aggregate (Olard et al 2010, based on Furnas 1928)
ratios, can be used to achieve optimum
packing for asphalt mix design at the lowest porosity.

The BAP porosity triangle
The real insight provided by this approach
regarding the aggregate interaction at each
skeleton subset level comes from the use of
BAP porosity ‘triangle’ diagrams (Francken
& Vanelstraete 1993; Olard & Perraton
2010; Shivaprasad et al 2014; Butcher &
Van Loon 2013; De Larrard & Sedran 1999;
Mangulkar et al 2013; Perraton et al 2007).
These BAP porosity triangle diagrams were
developed to relate porosity or void indices
or specific voids to various proportions of
coarse aggregates and fine aggregates. The
basic BAP triangle diagram is illustrated in
Figure 1 and is based on the original work
by Furnas (1928). The concepts of voids,
porosity and specific voids are interrelated,
and in this paper are assumed to entail the
same concept of an index of voids between
solids prior to filling with binder and in
general is referred to as porosity (Butcher &
Van Loon 2013).
The porosity of the fine aggregate (left
Y-axis in Figure 1) and the porosity of
the coarse aggregate (right side Y-axis in
Figure 1) are higher than the porosity of
the combination of the two fractions as a
binary fraction combination. Olard (2015)
demonstrated that these size ratios (fine/
coarse) form a family of curves (concave
Volume 61 Number 3 September 2019

functions) with variable combined porosities
lower than the porosity of either fraction
separately. The porosities of the combined
binary fractions also vary in terms of the
proportion of the volumetric ratio of coarse/
fine (X-axis in Figure 1) along these concave
form functions. In Figure 1 it is shown that
the optimum or lowest point of porosity
achievable, the dilation point, is found for
any size ratio (fine/coarse) concave function proportion; at a specific coarse-to-fine
aggregate volume ratio the two aggregate
sizes combine (see the X-axis).
The concave curves tend to be much
more pointed (lower porosity) below the
0.2 value (equivalent to Bailey ratio of 0.22)
for the fine/coarse diameter ratio range,
therefore the densest possible packing. The
reverse is also true, that if the fine/coarse
size ratio exceeds 0.2, the concave function
flattens out and the proportion of coarse
aggregate per volume (or mass) becomes
increasingly less influential with regard to
reduction in the combined fraction porosity as this ratio approaches 0.5. Thus, the
logic and basis of the Bailey control sieves
are confirmed to correlate with the binary
packing triangles as well. The size ratio
determines the shape of the concave function and shows that, for the flatter shaped
concave functions, the potential to lower
porosity is reduced irrespective of volume
ratio changes on the X-axis. Most of the
contiguous aggregate fractions along the
Journal of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering

entire grading envelope of a typical continuously graded mix used in South Africa
(see Table 2) are spaced at the 0.5 factor
or more, which implies that the upper flat
concave shaped function is mostly applicable. This implies that there may be limited
scope in lowering porosity with the known
sieve sizes at the midi or rather meso and
micro levels of the grading envelope.
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Wall and loosening effects on
porosity in Binary Aggregate
Packing (BAP) triangles
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2
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2

Figure 2 S chematic illustration of porosity influence due to the wall and loosening effect
(Knop & Peled 2016)

Fine aggregate

Coarse aggregate
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0.9

0.8
eC
Void index, specific voids, porosity

Under ideal conditions the two dotted
lines in Figure 1 are the outer boundaries
of the possible physical zone of potential
porosity achievement between the fine and
coarse aggregate in the binary combination. The basic concave form of curves was
developed by Baron and Sauterey (1982)
based on the original experimental work of
Furnas (1928) and the influence in practice
on porosity due to a retardation effect
on porosity reduction. This resistance to
porosity reduction was found to be due to
two physical phenomena: (1) The wall or
boundary effect, and (2) The loosening or
disruptor effect. Both concepts are illustrated in Figure 2 (Knop & Peled 205) for a
realistic aggregate mix situation.
The wall effect is due to the void
increase caused by the boundary or
wall created by the large aggregate (1 in
Figure 2) acting as boundary to the finer
sized aggregates (2 in Figure 2), and the
voids against the large aggregate “wall”
being prevented from being infilled by
other medium-sized or fine particles. This
“wall effect” is creating additional unfilled
void space next to the larger aggregate
boundary, and in effect resisting the lowering of porosity. It is also obvious that these
voids against the “wall” have a higher probability to be interconnected along a defined
plane (the wall) with obvious influence on
water flow and permeability.
The loosening or disruptor effect is
due to the increase of the fine or smaller
aggregate particles in the large or medium
aggregate voids to the point where they
“overfill the voids” and in effect start
separating or pushing the larger aggregates
apart. In effect, the void index or porosity
is again prevented from being lowered.
Therefore, these additional voids created
would also increase the probability of being
interconnected on their own or enhance the
interconnectivity, particularly if linking up
with the wall effect and creating “additional
interconnected voids”.
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Figure 3 T he Furnas principles applied to a binary combination of coarse and fine aggregates
(Olard 2015)
These phenomena hold the key to
monitoring the interconnectedness of
voids. The two effects combined for a specific diameter ratio concave function are
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shown in the coarse/fine volume ratio variance in the basic binary triangle diagram
in Figure 3 (Olard 2015). The zones where
the porosity is restricted from decreasing
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Figure 4 E ffect of coarse to fine diameter ratio in a binary aggregate mixture on permeability
are clearly indicated. The relations in
the binary packing triangle diagrams
are shifted upwards from the theoretical
maximum linear relationships to a concave
form porosity function as illustrated in
Figure 3. The zones where the wall effect
and the loosening effect lead to increased
porosity versus the minimum potential
with the theoretical function are clearly
identified by the hatched areas. The most
obvious differentiator is the varying coarse/
fine aggregate proportion by volume in this
binary fraction combination as it varies on
the X-axis. The zone around the dilation
point position on the X-axis is shown in
Figure 3. This dilation zone clearly leads to
a maximisation of the potential interconnectedness of these additional voids created
in the aggregate matrix. In this zone from
left to right on the X-axis, and leading
up to the dilation point, the wall effect
increasingly dominates (0 to 0.6 coarse in
the mix). In the dilation point zone (0.6 to
0.8 of coarse in the mix) the “additional
voids” with a higher probability of being
interconnected are influenced by both the
wall effects and loosening effects increasing the combined porosity or resistance
to porosity reduction. It is noted that
the combined porosity rate of increase is
the highest at the dilation point (0.8). To
the right side of the dilation point the
percentage of coarse aggregate dominates
in the mix (right hand side in Figure 3)
and where the loosening effect contribution tends to reduce while the wall effect
continues to increase and the combined
“additional porosity” tends to reduce.
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Direct influence of BAP ratios
on permeability
Experimental work by Mota et al (2014) on
binary aggregate combinations for filter
beds is illustrated in Figure 4. It illustrates
how Mota et al showed the coefficient
of permeability (Y-axis in Figure 4(a)) is
affected by the coarse/fine aggregate volume ratios (X-axis in Figure 4(a)), as well as
the diameter ratios. In Figure 4(a) the trend
shown illustrates that coarse/fine volume
proportion ratios from 0 to 0.6 are virtually
insensitive to the permeability measured.
This is the zone where the fine aggregate
volume fraction will be proportionally
higher in the mixes as per Figure 3.
Figure 4(a) was determined with a fixed
diameter ratio (coarse/fine ratio) of 10.22.
This translates to the inverse as per Figure 1
of fine/coarse of 0.1, which implies low
porosity. For binary mixes with coarse/fine
volume ratios above 0.6 (therefore more
coarse material in the mix) the permeability
coefficient starts to increase significantly.
Above the ratio of 0.8 the increasing trend
is exponential. Thus, coarse/fine aggregate
volume ratios of 0.6 and 0.8 can be viewed
as threshold values. This threshold value
also holds true even if the binary fraction
size or diameter ratio is varied as illustrated
in Figure 4(b). As was illustrated in Figure 2,
the dilation point or optimum zone of the
concave curve (coarse/fine ratio of 0.6 to 0.8)
is levelled out if the D/d size ratios decrease,
and obviously if the inverse d/D ratios
increase as illustrated in Figure 2.
This basic observation of coarse
aggregate size influence on porosity and
Volume 61 Number 3 September 2019

permeability has already been demonstrated by Cooley et al (2002) via permeability
testing on HMA mixes. They found that
HMA mixes with NMPS in the range of
19 mm and 25 mm show increased permeability at low void contents (even 4% voids
as threshold value) for asphalt mixes. The
norm for HMA with 12.5 mm and lower
NMPS in the mix is a threshold value of 7%
voids in the mix (Cooley et al 2002), where
after permeability measured will increase
exponentially with further increase in
air void content. This effect of NMPS in
the HMA clearly demonstrates the wall
effect (literally against the large aggregate
surface) on increasing the interconnected
voids in the mix.
It appears that an increase in permeability (see Figure 4(a)) may be linked to
the wall effect and the loosening effect for
coarser mixes when the threshold value of
0.6 coarse proportion in the mix is exceeded. This tends to confirm the 0.6 as lower
trigger value described before. It appears
that the size ratio (d/D) has a significant
effect on permeability, but the form of the
curves with volumetric ratio on the X-axis
shows classical “lift off” behaviour around
the 0.8 value previously described to be the
dilation point in Figures 1 and 3. Therefore
the 0.6 and 0.8 values of the volumetric
ratios can be used as possible threshold values for permeability control at the various
levels of macro, midi or rather meso and
micro subset infill skeletons.
Several researchers state: “… when
the specific gravity of the material is the
same for all the aggregate fractions, the
Journal of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering

Generic resistance to lower porosity due to wall and loosening effects with aggregate size ration approximately 0.4
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Figure 5 P
 orosity variance and probable interconnectedness of voids versus Coarse Aggregate Fraction in the BAP triangle
volumetric ratio or proportion of coarse and
fine aggregates can be taken as equivalent
to the proportion of percentages retained on
the coarse and the fine aggregate sieves …”
as the basis of this simplified calculation
(Butcher & Van Loon 2013).
Therefore, it should be possible to
benchmark the various binary aggregate
mass combinations making up the macro,
meso and micro levels to monitor where
adjustments can be made to aggregate
gradings to achieve packing efficiency, as
well as provide permeability control in a
rational fashion.

Proposed mass ratio
range as benchmark for
interconnectedness of voids
The discussion on the wall effect, loosening effect on porosity, and permeability
indicates that the BAP “triangle diagram”
(Figures 1 and 3) can be used as a benchmark measurement tool by combining the

trends also shown in Figure 4. The trend in
porosity versus the horizontal axis of the
BAP triangle can be simplified as illustrated
in Figure 5. Interconnectedness of voids, due
to the wall and loosening effects described
before, is also shown regarding their zones
of dominance for these “additional and
potentially interconnected voids”. This
conceptual trend in porosity is further
enhanced by superimposing the implied
RAG benchmark criteria for additional voids
due to retardation, implying void interconnectedness. Red is high probability (BAP
coarse aggregate mass portion is 0.6 to 0.8),
Amber is medium probability (BAP mass
coarse portion is 0.4 to 0.6) and Green is low
probability (BAP mass coarse portion is 0
to 0.4). The benchmark ranges of the coarse
aggregate percentage (horizontal scale),
moving from left to right, first show the wall
effect alone and then the addition of the
loosening effect (increasingly combined).
This helps to facilitate the evaluation of
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Figure 6 C
 onversion of % of coarse in the BAP combination to ratio of coarse/fine mass
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BAP ratios in terms of porosity or relative
increase in interconnectedness, and therefore indirectly the permeability potential.
In order to convert the percentage of
coarse in the BAP combination on the
horizontal scale of Figure 5 it needs to be
converted to coarse/fine as a mass ratio. In
Figure 6 the relationship is shown graphically to illustrate how this conversion is
achieved. This is to ensure that the porosity
and BAP coarse/fine mass ratios (inverse of
rational BMRs defined in Table 3) can be set
on the same scale for direct comparisons.

TESTING THE BAP BENCHMARK
CRITERIA WITH REWORKED
PUBLISHED DATA SETS
Description of the reworked
published data sets
Three data sets were initially available
for analysis to demonstrate the effect of
the coarse/fine ratios and the associated
porosities on permeability. The three data
sets are from Denneman et al (2007), Al
Mosawe et al (2015), and Sadasivam and
Khosa (2006), previously also reworked by
Horak et al (2017a&b).
Horak et al (2017a&b) previously found
that trends are best observed by focusing
on the high and low permeability extremes
of the data set, as the middle permeability
ranges gave confusing results due to the
now known randomness or variance in void
interconnectedness. It needs to be stressed
that these various data sets do not always
have actual permeability measurements to
enable a clear discernment between low
permeability and high permeability data
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Denneman reworked good-performing data set for 12.5 mm NMPS
Zone where both wall and dislodging effects coincide
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Figure 7 G
 ood-performing data set reworked porosity and coarse to fine proportion
sets. Typically, Denneman et al (2007)
only expanded on criteria developed by
Sadasivam and Khosa (2006). Thus, the
Denneman et al (2007) data sets related to
probable permeability values indirectly and
made a distinction between asphalt mixes
with good and those with poor performance (primarily based on cracking observations), while rutting resistance was good
in both cases. Sadasivam and Khosa (2006)
did have actual permeability measurements, which allowed a high permeability
data set and low or impermeable data set to
be made up from the original.
Al Mosawe et al (2015) showed void
content (%) in their published data set. It is
known that high void content correlates well
with higher permeability, typically above 6%
(e.g. air voids % above 6%) for an NMPS of
12.5 mm where interconnectedness of voids
starts and therefore permeability starts and
increases (Cooley et al 2002)). In the analysis
and reworking of data a distinction could be
made between probable high permeability
and medium to low permeability based on
low void content and high void content.
Therefore, only these upper and lower
extremes of voids or permeability were used
in the reworked data. The analysis was further simplified here by using only the average values for these categories to simplify
the demonstration.

Example of macro to micro
level binary fractions
Explaining the benchmark
comparison graphs
The data sets presented by Denneman et al
(2007), which have been reworked before
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to determine the Bailey ratios and DASR
porosities of ranges of aggregate fractions
(Horak et al 2017a), were used as worstcase example of data quality with regard
to permeability. The data set was reworked
as explained above with rational inverse
BMRs to represent the binary aggregate
fraction contiguous combinations for the
whole spread of macro, midi or rather meso
and micro nested aggregate subsets. The
various aggregate fraction combination
porosities are calculated in terms of coarse/
fine mass ratios by means of Equation 7.
Figures 7 and 8 use a single ratio axis covering the porosity (Y-axis) of the triangle
binary packing diagrams, as well as the
inverse rational BMR (which is the ratio
of coarse/fine by mass (% retained per
fraction in the ratio) measured against the
conversion as illustrated in Figure 6. The
third bar indicator shown is the product
of the mass ratio and porosity as a further
possible combination indicator of the two
calculated factors.
The RAG zones, as defined in Figures 5
and 6, are superimposed on these graphs
to help identify binary fraction mass ratios
which may extend into the Amber zone
(between 0.6 and approaching 1.5 mass
ratio) where the wall effect dominates, or
the Red zone (above the mass ratio of 1.5)
where both the wall effect and the loosening effect show a higher probability of
interconnected “additional voids”.
Good-performing mix
The coarse/fine mass ratios, porosity and
product of the former two are shown in
Figure 7 for the Denneman et al (2007)
good-performing HMA data set. All the
Volume 61 Number 3 September 2019

bar charts for various contiguous aggregate
fractions show that they are either in the
Green or Amber zones. It clearly shows
that the coarse/fine mass ratios for all the
BMRs are all below the superimposed
dilation zone (Red zone), and therefore the
probability of voids being interconnected
is low, as per the description in Figure 5.
In all cases the porosity value is the lowest
and is indicated as reference for the possible lowest porosity value that confirms
the intended or designed best structural
strength of the stone skeleton.
The only inverse BMR with a mass
ratio (coarse/fine) which reaches into the
Amber zone is the midi or rather meso
level Fc/Cf which reaches closest to the Red
zone superimposed in Figure 7 at a value of
1.15. This implies the coarse portion (Fc) is
marginally more than the fine portion (Cf ).
Therefore both the wall effect and the loosening effect are at play here. However, this
should be interpreted with the next level
inverse rational BMR, FA rcm, which shows
that the potential voids caused by the wall
and loosening effects in Fc/Cf have been
filled, as FA rcm has a mass ratio on the border between Green and Amber, therefore
limited possibility of interconnected voids
and low permeability probability.
Poor-performing mix
The Denneman et al (2007) dataset of
poor-performing asphalt mixes is shown
in Figure 8. The coarse/fine retained sieve
mass ratios, the associated combined
porosity values and the product of these
two factors are shown. It is the consecutive contiguous coarse/fine mass ratios
of the parameters PN/I, Fc/Cf and FAcrm
Journal of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering

Denneman reworked bad-performing data set for 12.5 mm NMPS
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Figure 8 P
 oor performing dataset reworked porosity and coarse to fine proportion analysis of micro-level of all reworked data sets
that have values in the Amber zone. This
implies that the macro level PO/PN at the
plugger (oversize and normal size) zone
of the aggregate grading envelope has no
additional voids created, but the void creation due to the wall and loosening effects
start at the midi or rather meso level with
the PN/I which is not filled by Fc/Cf and in
turn finally not by FAcrm. Therefore this
dataset shows there is a high probability
of interconnected voids not being filled at
the micro level, and therefore a high probability of it being permeable. Bhattacharjee
and Mallick (2002), in their search for a
better “handle” on permeability, focused on
the finer portion of the grading, as well and
stated: “Porosity is significantly affected by
percent of material passing 2.36mm sieve.”
This tends to confirm the Bailey mantra
that “the voids are in the fines!” where
interconnectedness finally happens and
therefore the probability of permeability is
increased. This observation can be paraphrased as: “The void infill buck stops at the
bottom of the grading envelope and if not
filled it will create opportunity for interconnected voids.”

To demonstrate the statement about
the micro level as the most probable level
where voids may not be effectively filled,
the micro level inverse rational BMRs
(FA rcm) for all three data sets were calculated for the good-performing as well as
poor-performing extremes of their data
sets, and are shown in Figure 9.
The Denneman et al (2007) data sets show
that the porosity values are not significantly
different if the good- and poor-performing
data sets are compared. The porosity range is
between 0.6 and 0.7, implying that this binary
aggregate combination may have adequate
density achievement at this level. However,
the mass ratio (coarse/fine) for FArcm, clearly
can discern between the poor- and goodperforming datasets, as the values differ
significantly. The bad-performing dataset
FArcm mass ratio value shows a strong wall
effect impact on porosity and is well within
the Amber zone. The product value (Product
= FArcm × Porosity) obviously shows the
dominance of the FArcm and implies that the
potential for interconnected voids may be
high, thus increasing the potential for water
flow or higher permeability values.

The Sadasivam and Khosa (2006)
reworked data shows the same trend or
sensitivity to coarse/fine mass ratio and
combined porosity values at the micro
nested aggregate skeleton subset level.
In this case permeability was measured,
which indicates that the FA rcm mass ratio
may in fact be the real discriminating factor between permeable and low permeable
mixes. The associated porosity values are
in the same range for the high and low
permeability values, therefore confirming
porosity alone is not a reliable discerning
factor of permeability potential. The mass
ratio of FArcm of the permeable dataset
is clearly exposed to both the wall and
loosening effect, being in the Amber zone
close to the Red zone. This implies a higher
possibility of interconnected voids. The
low permeability FA rcm mass ratio is at the
border between Green and Amber, implying low interconnected voids. The product
value (Product = FA rcm x Porosity) confirms porosity exposed to the wall, as well
as that the loosening effect may be indicating a tendency for the voids in the porosity
to have interconnectedness of voids.

Ratios

FArcm Mass ratio, Porosity and Product all 12.5 NMPS gradings
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Zone where both wall and dislodging effects coincide
Zone where wall effect dominates
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Denneman 12.5
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Al Mosawe
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Figure 9 S CS to TCS fraction ratio and porosity and product
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In the case of the Al Mosawe et al
(2015) reworked data set when porosity
and mass ratio are calculated for FA rcm
the porosity gives confusing results at first
glance. The calculated porosity for the
FA rcm contiguous aggregate fraction range
is high for the low air voids and low for the
high air voids. This is contrary to expectation, as it would have been expected that
porosity, like high voids content (%), tend
to have a higher probability to be directly
linked to high permeability, and vice versa.
The low air void data set FArcm mass ratio
value is, however, relatively small (well
within the Green zone). This implies limited, if any, wall effect on the porosity, i.e.
low potential for the porosity or air voids to
be interconnected, and therefore low probability of being permeable.
The high FA rcm mass ratio value,
however, is in the Amber zone for high
air voids. This implies that the voids
represented by the medium-range porosity
are in fact exposed to both the wall and
the loosening effects. This dataset may
therefore have a higher probability of interconnected voids, and as a result a higher
permeability probability. The product in
this case is not necessarily a good indicator
of permeability, due to the confusing result
of the porosity. Therefore the product as an
indicator is not viewed as a reliable indicator of interconnectedness of voids and
should not be used on its own.
In this respect Bhattacharjee and
Mallick (2002) support the use of porosity
on its own as a better indicator of permeability potential, but in their case it implies
the porosity of the whole gradation.

CONCLUSIONS
Voids alone cannot effectively
measure permeability potential
Permeability as durability indicator can
be measured under controlled conditions
in the laboratory, but is more difficult to
measure in the field for quality control and
assurance purposes. Indirect measures
using the void content in the mix are less
precise than desired. The reason is that the
voids may not be continuously interconnected, and for the same void content
permeability can be either non-existent
or already even highly probable. Normal
density specifications also imply that the
range of voids specified may stretch beyond
limits, which tend to show an exponential
increase in permeability once the voids
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become increasingly interconnected.
Therefore additional indicators linked with
the aggregate grading need to be identified
to help monitor permeability potential.

Reconfiguring the Bailey
Method Ratios to adhere to
contiguous aggregate fractions
The Bailey Method Ratios (BMRs) were
investigated as potential indicators of interconnectedness and permeability with limited clear linkage or correlation. In studying the Dominant Aggregate Size Range
(DASR) it was observed that contiguous
aggregate fractions can be used to calculate
porosity as an indication of density. The
BMRs were therefore reconfigured by using
only contiguous fractions in the calculation of a whole expanded set of revised or
rational BMRs. Porosity thus calculated
for rational BMRs also runs into the same
issue as with voids in the mix. Porosity
alone is also not an indication of permeability, but rather the interconnectedness
of the voids. Spatial composition is defined
(SABITA 1999) as “… the three-dimensional
modelling of asphalt at macro, meso and
micro level. Spatial composition is the
only volumetric way to obtain a holistic
understanding of the complex interactions
between the several components, being bitumen, coarse and fine aggregate, filler, air
and water.” Therefore the reconfigured and
expanded BMRs’ biggest contribution is the
provision of a better definition of structural
strength, as well as possibly permeability.
Future work should include the aspects of
effective film thickness and mastic in the
aggregate spatial composition.

Linkage with the Binary
Aggregate Packing concept
The “deconstruction” or nesting of the
total aggregate matrix in sub-skeletons
at the macro, meso and micro levels of
the total grading curve of HMA provides
insight into the actual packing of the
voids at each aggregate fraction level. The
Binary Aggregate Packing (BAP) concept
was investigated and found to describe the
actual packing of the aggregate fractions
and resultant voids at the various nested
subset levels quite well.
The BAP concept is described in terms
of the coarse/fine retained mass ratio,
characteristic concave functions based on
size ratio, porosity of individual fractions
and porosity of the combined aggregate
fractions in the BAP porosity triangle
diagrams. The curves of the coarse/fine
Volume 61 Number 3 September 2019

combination versus porosity have characteristic concave shapes, influenced
by the ratio of the fine/coarse aggregate
size ratios.
It was observed that the rational BMRs
are the inverse of the rational BPA mass
ratios. These inverse rational BMRs allow
the description of the void packing or infill
efficiencies at the macro, midi or rather
meso and micro nested subset levels of a
grading envelope. It therefore allows monitoring of structural, as well as porosity and
permeability, control aspects.

Phenomena in BAP porosity
triangles that can be linked to
void interconnectedness
The two phenomena that restrict porosity
reduction (therefore also a denser mix)
in BAP aggregate fractions studied in the
BAP triangle of porosity determination
were identified to give a better indication of
potential for interconnectedness of voids.
It was shown how the coarse/fine mass
ratio has a dilation zone, whereas the wall
effect and the loosening /dislodging effects
tend to restrict porosity and have a tendency to be interconnected. These effects
were transferred from these BAP triangle
diagrams to allow a typical colour-coded
three-tiered RAG benchmark indication for
void interconnectivity by using the coarse/
fine mass ratios with porosity for various
contiguous inverse rational BMRs.

Demonstration of mass ratio
benchmark potential
The potential of the benchmark criteria
was demonstrated with the reworking
of published data sets with directly or
indirectly measured permeability. Only the
extremes of the data sets – high permeability or low permeability – were used,
due to the statistical variance of voids in
the mix in the midrange described before.
The analyses showed that the coarse/fine
mass inverse rational BMRs function independently from porosity values and tend to
correlate well with void interconnectedness
and therefore permeability potential. It was
also found that the Bailey method mantra
(that the voids are in the fines) holds the
key, and that successive levels of void infill
down to the micro level may be the best
indicator of permeability, due to the mass
ratio at the lowest level still not properly
infilled with a graded finer aggregate. The
critique on the current SANS sieve system
is the lack of in-between sieve sizes at
the midi or rather meso and micro levels.
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This may imply that structural design
overemphasis leads to a lack of control and
analysis opportunity at the these lower
levels, which may negatively influence permeability control and awareness.

Simple spreadsheet calculations of the
inverse of rational BMRs can be used
It is clear that a simple spreadsheet analysis
of the inverse of rational BMRs derived
from contiguous aggregate fractions on
the grading envelope can be used to assist
and monitor the potential for permeability.
The link of rational BMRs with porosity
retardation or probable interconnected
voids, due to the wall effect and loosening/
dislodging effects, show that it can be used
in a benchmark or sensitivity analysis to
indicate potential for void interconnectedness and therefore permeability potential.
If coupled with other standard quality
control/assurance measures like density
and voids in the mix, a better idea can be
derived whether a mix may be prone to
permeability, even though it may meet rut
resistance criteria.

Additional testing
Even though only average values were
used in the demonstration of the concepts
with reworked dataset extremes, the use of
the inverse rational BMRs with full datasets using Probability Density Functions
(PDFs) (Cromhout 2018) has proved itself
as a viable benchmark that can discern
between probable permeable and not-
permeable using as-built and QA/QC data.
Other indicators of probable permeability
indications are also available to be calculated on a continuous basis also linked to
normal QA/QC or as-built and grading
envelope information (not discussed here).
These approaches can be used in a typical forensic investigation mode (NCHRP
2013) to identify areas of constructed
asphalt surface that benchmark or predict
as marginal to strongly permeable. Such
areas of asphalt pavement can be isolated
or demarcated to be investigated in more
detail. This zooming in or more detailed
field surveys (Horak et al 2015) may typically include:
QQ Normal coring with density and void
determination
QQ Marvil field permeability testing
QQ Laboratory permeability testing
QQ Visual evaluation of the core surface
void interconnectedness appearance
QQ Computed themography scans and
analysis (Horak et al 2015).
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